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! is pamphlet focuses on six co-defendants who were originally charged with conspiracy 
o" enses following a 2-year undercover investigation in Southern Ontario. Let us not 
forget our other comrades who are also facing serious criminal charges resulting from the 
Toronto G20 Summit. Kelly Rose P# ug-Back, Ryan Rainville, Byron Sonne are among 
others still facing potential jail time from G20 related charges and welcome support 
(contact Guelph ABC for more info).

! e memory of the 2010 G20 protests in Toronto looms large with both inspiration 
and lessons to learn. While we carry the trauma of police repression in our bones, we 
will learn together to overcome. We will not give up. Let’s continue to resist the State’s 
attempts to divide and conquer our communities, and break the isolation inherent in the 
system of imprisonment. 

M())(' N'&)&#.M())(' N'&)&#.

Letters to comrades in jail are encouraged, to help them stay connected to strug-
gles and communities, and to break the isolation inherent in prisons.

Updated mailing addresses will be posted on the websites:

conspiretoresist.wordpress.com
guelphprisonersolidarity.wordpress.com

Guelph ABC will forward letters to comrades in jail through the following address:

Guelph ABC
PO Box 183
Guelph, ON

N1H 6J6
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When writing letters, please remember that they will be read by prison guards. 
Don’t write anything that incriminates yourself or others. ! ough the speci" c 
rules vary between jails and guards, you generally can’t send in stickers, anything 
with glue, sparkles, staples, or stamps.  

You could write letters on the backs of posters, so they have something to post on 
their walls. Colour is desirable! Another idea is to cut a larger poster into pieces, 
write several letters and send them separately. You can mail photocopied zines, 
staples removed. Depending on the content, it could be a good idea to remove 
covers and table of contents pages from zines for better luck getting them through.
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Guelph Anarchist Black Cross is collecting and raising money to cover things like: 
sending letters and reading materials; transportation costs for friends, family and 
supporters to jail visits; canteen; collect call phone bills; rent money for when they 
get out; storage for people’s belongings; and more. ! e money that ABC is fund-
raising is to facilitate everyday and immediate needs of comrades facing jail and 
their support networks.

1"+ )" ,"#2)(

1. Paypal: guelphabc@riseup.net or the button on the ABC website
2. Deposit cash to the following TD bank account: Transit # 00182,      
Institution # 004,       Account # 00185228263
3. Write a cheque or money order to Guelph ABC, with G20 in the 
memo line. Mail to the PO box address above.

Your support and solidarity is deeply appreciated. Most importantly, keep up the struggle.
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In recent years, Mandy has tried to focus on Indigenous solidarity, environmental 
justice, strategies for developing healthy anarchist communities, and being a good 
ally.  She would love to be kept in the loop so she can continue this work while in 
jail.  Mandy was sentenced to 16 months on January 13th.

Adam Lewis organizes in solidarity with indigenous peoples and towards decolo-
nization within settler society. He is committed to anarchist politics and commu-
nities of resistance. He wants to be kept updated on cool stu# , and is excited to 
read about anarchist theory and indigenous struggles. He is expecting to serve 3.5 
months in jail, beginning November 28th, 2011. 

Erik is an anarchist who organizes around prisoner justice and solidarity with 
indigenous sovereignty. He wants to stay updated on news about di# erent strug-
gles and anticipates nerding out over historical tactics of warfare and computer 
security. Erik served 2 months in jail, and has been released!

Peter Hopperton lives in the spencer creek watershed. He organizes around 
encouraging and supporting people in building a more direct connection to the 
land in which they live, as a form of decolonizing work. He is a founding member 
of the hamilton freeschool, and a former editor of mayday magazine. He is sen-
tenced to 5 months and 12 days, to begin on November 28, 2011.

Leah is a community organizer who has been active for the past decade in struggles 
for justice within apartheid Canada. She has been involved in the environmental 
movement; in supporting Indigenous communities in the struggle for sovereignty 
and self-determination; in the " ght for justice for women, queer and trans, low-
income, disabled, and racialized people. Leah was sentenced to 10 months in jail 
on December 20, 2011.

Alex is a founding member of AW@L, a direct action group based out of Kitchener-
Waterloo. He does indigenous solidarity organizing and works with land defense 
struggles, including at Grassy Narrows First Nation and with allies at Six Nations. 
Alex is sentenced to 13.5 months, the start date has not been set.

November 22, 2011

As people across Turtle Island look towards the global wave of protests against the 
austerity agenda, the memory of the 2010 G20 protests in Toronto looms large 
as both inspiration and caution. We are seventeen people accused by the state of 
planning to disrupt the leaders’ summit – the prosecutors call us the G20 Main 
Conspiracy Group.

! is alleged conspiracy is absurd. We were never all part of any one group, we 
didn’t all organize together, and our political backgrounds are all di# erent. Some 
of us met for the " rst time in jail. What we do have in common is that we, like 
many others, are passionate about creating communities of resistance.

Separately and together, we work with movements against colonialism, capital-
ism, borders, patriarchy, white supremacy, ableism, hetero/cis-normativity, and 
environmental destruction. ! ese are movements for radical change, and they 
represent real alternatives to existing power structures. It is for this reason that 
we were targeted by the state.

Although these conspiracy charges have been a big part of our daily reality for the 
past year and a half, we have been slow in speaking out collectively. ! is is partly 
because of the restrictive bail conditions that were placed on us, including non-
association with our co-accused and many of our close allies. In addition, those 
of us who did speak out have been subjected to a campaign of intimidation and 
harassment by the police and prosecutors.  We are writing now because we have 
decided to resolve our charges to bring this spectacle to an end.

! e state’s strategy after the G20 has been to cast a wide net over those who mobi-
lized against the summit (over 1,000 detained and over 300 charged) and then 
to single out those they perceived to be leaders. Being accused of conspiracy is a 
surreal, bureaucratic nightmare that few political organizers have experienced in 
this country, but unfortunately it is becoming more common. We can’t say with 
any certainty if what we did was in fact an illegal conspiracy. Ultimately though, 
whether or not our organizing " ts into the hypocritical and oppressive con" nes 
of the law isn’t what’s important. ! is is a political prosecution. ! e government 
made a political decision to spend millions of dollars to surveil and in" ltrate anar-
chist, Indigenous solidarity, and migrant justice organizing over several years. 
After that kind of investment, what sort of justice are we to expect?

We have not been powerless in this process; however any leverage we’ve had has 
not come from the legal system, but from making decisions collectively. ! is has 
been a priority throughout, particularly in the last several months, as the pre-
liminary inquiry gradually took a back seat to negotiations for a deal to end it. ! e 
consensus process has been at times a heart-wrenching, thoughtful, gruelling, dis-
appointing, and inspiring experience, and in the end, we got through it together.
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Of the seventeen of us, six will be pleading and the eleven others will have their 
charges withdrawn. Alex Hundert and Mandy Hiscocks are each pleading to one 
count of counselling mischief over $5,000 and one count of counselling to obstruct 
police, and Leah Henderson, Peter Hopperton, Erik Lankin, and Adam Lewis are 
each pleading to a single count of counselling mischief over $5,000. We are expect-
ing sentences to range between 6 and 24 months, and all will get some credit for 
time already served in jail and on house arrest.

! ree defendants in this case had their charges withdrawn earlier and one has 
already taken a plea to counselling mischief over $5,000 that involved no further 
jail time. ! is means that out of twenty-one people in the supposed G20 Main 
Conspiracy Group, only seven were convicted of anything, and none were con-
victed of conspiracy. ! e total of fourteen withdrawals demonstrates the tenuous 
nature of the charges.

! is system targets many groups of people including racialized, impoverished, and 
Indigenous communities, those with precarious immigration status, and those 
dealing with mental health and addiction.  ! e kinds of violence that we have 
experienced, such as the pre-dawn raids, the strip-searches, the surveillance, and 
pre-sentence incarceration happen all the time.  ! e seventeen of us have moved 
through the legal system with a lot of privilege and support.  ! is includes greater 
access to “acceptable” sureties, and the " nancial means to support ourselves and 
our case.  While the use of conspiracy charges against such a large group of politi-
cal organizers is noteworthy, these tactics of repression are used against other 
targeted communities every day.

! ere is no victory in the courts. ! e legal system is and always has been  a politi-
cal tool used against groups deemed undesirable or who refuse to co-operate with 
the state. It exists to protect Canada’s colonial and capitalist social structure. It 
is also deeply individualistic and expensive. ! is system is designed to break up 
communities and turn friends against each other.

Within this winless situation, we decided that the best course of action was to 
clearly identify our goals and needs and then to explore our options. Within our 
group, we faced di# erent levels of risk if convicted, and so we began with the 
agreement that our top priority was to avoid any deportations. Other key goals we 
reached were to minimize the number of convictions, to honour people’s individ-
ual needs, and to be mindful of how our decisions a# ect our broader movements. 
Although we are giving up some important things by not going to trial, this deal 
achieves speci" c goals that we weren’t willing to gamble.

Our conversations have always been advised by concern for the broader political 
impacts of our choices. One noteworthy outcome is that there are no conspiracy 
convictions emerging from this case, thus avoiding the creation of a dangerous 
legal precedent that would in e# ect criminalize routine tasks like facilitation. 
Taking this deal also frees up community resources that have been embroiled in 
this legal process.

We emerge from this united and in solidarity.

To those who took us in while on house arrest, to those who raised money for our 
legal and living expenses, to those who cooked food, wrote letters, o# ered rides 
and supported us politically and emotionally throughout, thank you.

To those in jail or still on charges from the anti-G20 protests, to political prisoners 
and prisoners in struggle, we are still with you.

To communities and neighbourhoods " ghting back from Cairo to London, from 
Greece to Chile, in Occupied Turtle Island and beyond, see you in the streets.

1. Patrick Cadorette
2. Erik Lankin
3. Paul Sauder
4. Meghan Lankin
5. William Van Driel
6. Joanna Adamiak
7. Julia Kerr
8. David Prychitka
9. Alex Hundert
10. Monica Peters
11. Sterling Stutz
12. Leah Henderson
13. Adam Lewis
14. Amanda Hiscocks
15. Peter Hopperton
16. Syed Hussan
17. Terrance Luscombe

! is collective statement and individual statements are available at:
conspiretoresist.wordpress.com 


